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need for anchorage is common to
the orthodontist and has

traditionally been controlled by
various intrusive devices. The

utilization of osseo-integral
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implanted/adapted or other

surgically placed devices is an
important, yet relatively

underused technique. In this
article, we describe the

indications and implementation
of osseo-integral anchorage and
fixation procedures. In particular,
we focus on the use of miniplates
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About Kevin O'Neill Christian. Have been married for 11 years and
have a 7 year old son. I have been a semi-professional photographer

for a number of years and have worked with companies such as
Tourism Australia and Northern Virginia. During this time I have also

been an avid user of digital photography. Interested in other subjects;
wine, food, politics and supporting my team as well as taking
photos.Army hopes to build new helicopter fleet with $5.8B

investment MINNEAPOLIS, MN - DECEMBER 13: A CH-47 Chinook
helicopter lands at the Minneapolis Airport on December 13, 2015 in

Minneapolis, Minnesota. The National Guard will be buying the CH-47,
a utility helicopter that is used for resupplying areas in theaters of

conflict. (Photo by Patrick Gorski/Corbis/Getty Images) less
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